


martini
Its 6 pm. And she walks down to the Bemelmans Bar. It is her last night in the city and she’s meeting him for a drink. They 
will probably have a Martini each.  They will talk about their whirlwind week in New York City. He’s signed a few deals; she 

secured her buy out for the next season. It is time to be seated in the banquette and unwind over a martini. Or two. 
Very dirty. With one tiny drop of vermouth.

She’s a portrait of elegance, as she waits for him, inside the Carlyle Hotel’s famed Upper East piano bar and lounge, 
adorned with Ludwig Bemelmans’ famed murals; a perfect foil amidst the famously red-jacketed barmen scampering along 

with gleaming silver trays and cocktails. Emanating a kind of impossible restrained sophistication with luster and charm; 
shining with a polish rarely seen today. She’s wearing an elegant black dress in a silk dupion with puff sleeves and an 

uneven pleat detail highlighting her swanlike neck. Cinched at waist with solid silk belt. Understated glamour. Add some 
kitten heels and gold hoops. To match the city’s shimmering, glittering, gilded opulence.

She’s singular. Much like the Bemelmans Martini. 



tara & i presents ‘Martini - an ode to the famed cocktail at the Upper East piano bar and lounge. Its restrained elegance. 
And well spirited joie de vivre. A mix of Fit-n-flare dresses in lightweight satin and Sleeveless Pleated Dresses and print 
shirt dresses in a geometric weaves, a Silk Satin Blouse and Boho and Midi dresses and a jumpsuit among others, the 

collection can take you from desk to dining al fresco within seconds. The collection is classic, trans-seasonal and loungey.  
A patina of soul, lending a natural aura. Much like the Bemelmans Martini.





























marble print shirt dress 
INR 7,500











about tara & i

Exuding effortless chic, tara & i is prêt-a-porter label launched in 2018 in 
Mumbai. With a design vocabulary of casual chic, these elevated classics 

bring a chic romanticism & joie de vivre to life.

With a playful elegance, the silhouettes celebrate natural proportions, 
with subtleties of form and fit, creating comfortable yet flattering 
essentials for the modern wardrobe. Our designs are responsible 

and handcrafted use colours that are bold, with character, exuding 
composure. Each garment is robustly constructed with the finest materials 

with discreet details that create a look that is refined, confident and 
understated.

The result is contemporary, sharp, elevated classics that are versatile, 
transcend seasons and can be worn over the years.

The garments have an innate je ne sais quoi that make you feel 
good and can take you from desk to dining al fresco within seconds. 

Confections of pure joie de vivre.

Sustainability message from tara & i

We are an ethical fashion brand with a zero waste policy that uses 
natural, non-toxic fabrics. We save raw materials and upcycle fashion 

to manufacture accessories. Our production is green with minimal 
adversity on natural resources. We nurture local talent, preserve 
traditional crafts ensuring a fair and transparent supply chain.    

Follow us on Instagram - tara_and_i

For further enquiries kindly email us at sales@taraandi.com or

Contact - 7208930181


